PRESENTATION

Atâtôt – Interdisciplinary Journal of Human Rights is an open access and peer reviewed academic publication (publishing continuously through the year) of Goiás State University. Its objective is to open interdisciplinary spaces for the publication of articles, essays, reviews and other academic texts on the general theme of human rights, focusing on topics related to democracy, constitutional issues and social struggles for rights.

In its first issue of June 2022, Atâtôt – Interdisciplinary Journal of Human Rights presents discussions on human rights from a critical perspective, reflecting on motherhood and domestic work, journalistic narratives and the blaming of women, the emancipatory rights of Afro-Brazilians, memory spaces and urban practices, the use of drugs among students of Youth and Adult Education, and the rights of indigenous peoples.

The first article, "Maternity and housework: how much is care worth? Analysis from the feminist theory of law", by MD in Agrarian Law Julyana Macedo Rego (UFG), lawyer Sabrinna Orlando Fernandes (FACMAIS) and Professor Helga Maria Martins de Paula (UFJ), discusses the sexual division of work associated with motherhood as an act of love to conduct an analysis of this phenomenon under the theory of invisible capital invested in motherhood by the feminist jurist Ana Lúcia Dias.

The second article, "When reported cases are part of the problem: an analysis on journalistic narratives and the blaming of women victimized in Goiás from 2016 to 2017", by PhD Student in Human Rights Rakell Dhamarys Moreira (PPGIDH/UFG), Professor Angelita Pereira de Lima (Rector of UFG), Professor Carlos Ugo Santander Joo (PPGIDH/UFG), MD Student in Human Rights Rosely Maria dos Santos (PPGIDH/UFG), and militant lawyer Áthara Esther Soares Souza, focuses on the narratives of the daily newspapers of Goiânia, O Popular and Diário da Manhã, between 2016 and 2017, with the blaming of rape victims, establishing, for this, a relationship between them in order to identify if there is a naturalization of gender violence in the publications of the media. In this sense, it performs a content analysis between the narratives of the two newspapers to observe whether journalists reproduce narratives that favor the maintenance of gender violence.

The third article, "The emancipatory rights of Afro-Brazilians in the Supreme Federal Court, the cases ADPF N. 186/12 and ADI 3239/18", by Professor Rodrigo Umbelino da Silva (Unicamp and IFSP), presents the way that emancipatory rights are presented in the Supreme Federal Court through two case studies contained in ADPF nº 186/12 and ADI nº 3239/18.

The fourth article, "Spaces of memory and urban practices: authoritarian narrative and architecture in the experience of Vilanova Artigas during the Brazilian civil-military dictatorship", by Professor Victor Hugo de Santana Agapito (PPGDA-UFG), analyzes the Brazilian authoritarian experience between the 1960s and 1980s through its narrative and...
spatial elements, based on the experience and work of architect João Batista Vilanova Artigas (1915-1985).

The fifth article, "Perceptions of pedagogical coordinators on drug use among students of Youth and Adult Education in a public school in the Federal District", by Professor Francisco Marcio Junior (UnB and SEE/DF), seeks to understand the perceptions of pedagogical coordinators about drug use among students of Youth and Adult Education, in a public school in the Federal District.

The sixth article, "The suspension of security against the rights of indigenous peoples in Brazil", by Professor Breno de Campos Belém (UFPA and Unicamp), conducts a reflection on the violation of the rights of indigenous peoples, specifically through the legal mechanism called safety suspension, in order to point out one of the cases in which this judicial measure was taken until the end of the construction of the Belo Monte hydroelectric power plant.

Finally, there is an interview with Simone Benck about the creation of the University of the Federal District (UnDF), conducted by Professor Fernando Lionel Quiroga (UEG and UNIFESP).
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